WIAA State Boys Team Tennis Tournament
Friday, June 25, 2021
Menard Tennis Center, Eau Claire, WI

QUARTERFINAL

#1 Brookfield East (18-0), 7 vs. #8 Appleton North (17-2), 0

Singles
Flight 1: Sam Klein, BE defeated James Rohrs, AN, 6-2, 6-2
Flight 2: Christopher Knutson, BE defeated Mihir Uberoi, AN, 6-1, 6-2
Flight 3: Oscar Corwin, BE defeated Kurt Mihm, AN, 2-0, 2-0
Flight 4: Arthur Dickson, BE defeated Ciaran Cole, AN, 6-2, 6-0

Doubles
Flight 1: Henry Irwin/Reed Scullen, BE defeated Will Fitzgerald/Caleb Sippel, AN 2-0, 2-0
Flight 2: Nick Fisher/Simon Johnstone, BE defeated Kris Lee/Joseph Chau, AN, 6-1, 6-2
Flight 3: Michael Francken/Owen Kendler, BE defeated Will Platten/Brett Dunn, AN, 6-0, 6-0